ECLIPSE 550 ®
Incredibly Efficient. Remarkably Easy to Fly.

Reduce your travel time
The Eclipse Jet allows you to leave your office or home on your
schedule. There is no need to worry if a meeting goes long;
your jet will wait for you. And you won’t have to reserve time
for security checkpoints and long, exhaustive walks through
large airports. By conducting your flights from one of 5,000+ US
airports, you will save yourself lengthy drives from commercial
airline hubs.

Travel quickly and efficiently
The Eclipse Jet travels at speeds up to 430 mph (375 knots),
moving you between locations with the utmost efficiency,
allowing you to spend less money and energy. Did we mention
that the Eclipse Jet is the quietest twin-engine jet in general
aviation? This means that you and your team can carry on
conversations between locations, discussing strategies or
reviewing meeting notes, increasing your team’s production.

Performance by Numbers
Max Cruise Speed:
NBAA IFR Range w/ 4 Occupants:
Max Altitude / Ceiling:
Cruise Fuel Flow:
Available payload w/ Max Fuel:
Takeoff Distance:
Landing Distance:
Time to Climb to 41,000 ft:
All Engine Rate of Climb:
One Engine Inop. Rate of Climb:
One Engine Inop. Service Ceiling:

375 kt
1,125 nm
41,000 ft
48 - 59 gph
636 lbs
2,433 ft
2,790 ft
29 min
3,424 fpm
989 fpm
35,000 ft

To Purchase an Eclipse 550
To purchase a new production Eclipse Jet, the Eclipse
550, contact the Eclipse Aerospace Customer First Team
at 877.375.7978, by email at sales@eclipse.aero, or
through our website, www.ECLIPSE.aero.

Spend less getting more done
With budgets being squeezed and everyone wanting to do more with less, the Eclipse Jet brings tremendous capability at a
surprising cost.

Cost of Acquisition The Eclipse Jet has the lowest acquisition cost of any jet on the market, allowing you to achieve jet speeds

at the purchase price of a turboprop! Priced hundreds of thousands of dollars less than our closest jet competitor, the Eclipse Jet
will show the world that you are being careful with your transportation budget.

Cost of Flying The Eclipse’s P&WC engines consume less fuel in an hour’s flight than some jets consume taxiing for takeoff. With
the lowest direct operating costs and fixed annual costs of any jet on the planet — the Eclipse Jet will save you money every time
you start the engines.

Cost of Ownership The Eclipse keeps your recurring costs low, whether it be hangar, insurance, or training. Every aspect of the
airplane has been optimized for cost reduction.

Cost to the Environment The Eclipse Jet gives back to the environment every time it flies. By using such small quantities of fuel,
the Eclipse Jet leaves a minimal carbon footprint. We strive to be environmentally friendly, and are proud of our record.
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